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THOUGHT OF THE WEEK: “Words are only themselves by being more than themselves. Perhaps the same
thing is true of human beings” from Language and Discovery by Owen Barfield

THE FADING OF THE CITY OF LIGHTS By Richard Miller

Britain knows the score, having been well trained by its elites; but perhaps France is just a little behind, and
needs some catching up: https://www.breitbart.com/london/2018/04/05/off-duty-french-soldiers-arrested-fighting-off-youth-robbing-woman/
Le Parisien reports:
“A trio of French soldiers on leave was arrested and face prosecution after they intervened to help a woman
who was being robbed by a youth on the streets of Paris. Following an investigation by the Railway Network
Squad (BRF), the three soldiers and the youth were arrested. ‘At the public prosecutor’s office, they did not
agree on what to do,’ a source close to the investigation said and added: ‘Some wanted to give them up to the
military. Finally, a prosecutor’s assistant decided to prosecute the soldiers’.”
Ok, that is getting back on track: at all costs allow the criminals, who are the ultimate victims, to achieve selfexpression by doing what they need to do. After all, if people did not have property, they could not be robbed,
could they? Thus, the roaming gangs of underage migrant gangs are simply an expression of cultural diversity,
and should be nothing to worry about. French postmodern deconstructionists should be able to socially construct
a solution, which would no doubt entail much more and more immigration:
PS: while France will sink into the sands of history, Eastern Europe, which has not been as subjected to the
attack of the multicult, seems determined to put up the fight that Europe is not:
“Hungary’s Viktor Orbán has told supporters he will use his third consecutive election victory as an
opportunity to advance into a ‘new era’, with Central Europe becoming a bastion of Christian culture and
nation-state democracy as multicultural globalism turns liberal democracies into 'liberal non-democracies'.
Speaking at an event in the predominantly ethnic Hungarian region of Székely Land in Romania, the Fidesz
leader said he was looking forward to the end of the present European Commission led by Jean-Claude
Juncker, and to elections to the European Parliament in 2019 — which he predicts will for the first time
revolve around one common European issue: mass migration. Orbán said these elections would provide an
opportunity to block ‘the great goal of transforming Europe and moving it towards a post-Christian and postnational era’ and hand a heavy defeat to 'the elite of 68' and their liberal democratic system.
“In European politics it is the turn of the anti-communist generation, which has Christian convictions and
commitment to the nation– he declared.”									***

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

to The Australian There is no justification whatever for armed struggle by Aboriginal activist gangs
("'Unsatisfied anger' could become armed struggle: Dodson", 3/8) and it is regrettable that Professor
Mick Dodson suggested otherwise when launching Peter Cotton's novel Dead Heat. There is no "ongoing
dispossession" occurring and Australians having Aboriginal ancestry now share the infrastructure and well-being
of one of the most livable nations in the world, for which they should be grateful (as most, one suspects, are).
We have, not unexpectedly, been shown the iron fist in the soft glove of the "constitutional recognition"
campaign. It provides further reason for resolutely opposing that unjust and divisive approach to indigenous
affairs. Nigel Jackson, Belgrave, Vic

THE MEDIA; ENEMY OF THE PEOPLE By Chris Knight
President Trump has not done much, but what he
has done is spearhead a much-needed attack upon the
mainstream media. In turn, the media have responded
that he is aiding those who would want to restrict the
freedom of the press. The ethical issues need to be
thought through from our perspective, though:
The issue from our perspective is how we should
respond to the call for freedom of the press. Yet
the present debate is based on false premises. The
mainstream media is a monopoly, and pursues an agenda
which is in support of the global financial elite who
own it. It has never been free, and is a profoundly antidemocratic institution. Therefore, it is not something that
should in any way be supported, but needs to be under
constant critical attack. Ultimately the people need to
vote with their feet and bankrupt the mainstream media.
There are some positive signs of this, in the general
sea of negativity that we writers have to chart each day.
The wild and woolly Steve Bannon, who once served
Trump, is now going to take on George Soros, and it is
about time, too:
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2018-07-28/
bannon-sets-eu-showdown-george-soros

Trump’s former White House chief advisor told
The Daily Beast that he is setting up a foundation in
Europe called The Movement which he hopes will

lead a right-wing populist revolt across the continent
starting with the European Parliament elections next
spring. The non-profit will be a central source of
polling, advice on messaging, data targeting, and
think-tank research for a ragtag band of right-wingers
who are surging all over Europe, in many cases
without professional political structures or significant
budgets. Bannon’s ambition is for his organization
ultimately to rival the impact of Soros’s Open Society,
which has given away $32 billion to largely liberal
causes since it was established in 1984.
Over the past year, Bannon has held talks with rightwing groups across the continent from Nigel Farage
and members of Marine Le Pen’s Front National
(recently renamed Rassemblement National) in the
West, to Hungary’s Viktor Orban and the Polish
populists in the East. He envisions a right-wing
“supergroup” within the European Parliament that
could attract as many as a third of the lawmakers after
next May’s Europe-wide elections. A united populist
bloc of that size would have the ability to seriously
disrupt parliamentary proceedings, potentially granting
Bannon huge power within the populist movement.”
Anne Coulter needs to do the same in the US. If only
Pauline Hanson could join up the dots as well. Losing
that great man Graeme Campbell was a national tragedy.
Hopefully a young version may emerge in the future. ***

CHRISTIANS NEED NOT APPLY By James Reed

First things first:
“The British government has admitted that no
Christians were taken among the Syrian refugees
flown into Britain recently, with the Home Office
rejecting the handful of non-Muslims selected for
resettlement by the United Nations. Despite the
persecution of Christians at the hands of Islamic
extremists in Syria having been declared genocide by
the U.S., the European Union (EU) and even British
MPs themselves in a 2016 parliamentary vote, the
1,112 Syrians that Britain resettled in the first three
months of 2018 consisted only of Muslims.
The Barnabas Fund, an aid agency which supports
Christians persecuted for their faith, obtained the
figures via Freedom of Information requests after

‘a protracted tussle with the Home Office’, The Sunday
Times reports.
https://www.breitbart.com/london/2018/07/29/syrian-muslim-uk-rejects-christians/

So, with the official narrative about the need to save
the lives of desperate refugees, a point made strongly
by the scores of Left women pro-migrant protesters
(refugees not racists), how is all of this squared?
It seems like there is a strong Muslim bias in the refugee
lottery. Could there be an agenda to make the West
Islamic? No, that would be conspiratorial. Hence, the
goal must surely be to bring in the next generation of
rocket scientists who will provide pension and health
care money via tax revenue to an ageing boomer
population, who did what they could to “give peace a
chance.” Just “imagine” that.				
***

VIDEOS, RESURFACING FROM THE MEMORY HOLE By Mrs Vera West
For all our anti-vax friends, you will be pleased to
know that lots of formerly banned anti-vaccination
material is being uploaded to REAL video. This presents
suppressed evidence about ill-health and side effects
from vaccinations. Readers should therefore check this:
https://www.naturalnews.com/2018-07-25-world-mercury-project-video-bannedby-facebook-now-available-at-real-video-see-epidemic-the-science.html

ON TARGET

As the mainstream goes full censorship, rather than
to stand their ground and debate, alternative information
sources in the health area are more important than ever.
In fact, intellectual suppression first occurred in the
health field given the vast fortunes of money tied up in it,
so alternative avenues of information are not as isolated
as we see in other political areas.			
							***
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A PEEP AT THE OPEN BORDERERS By James Reed
We have heard a lot about Georgey Soros and his
drive to end the Western nation state and create open
borders, leading to a vast tragedy of the commons and
universal misery and tyranny, and the creation of not
open but closed, if not dead societies – but who else
follows the doomsday cult of open borders? Why, more
of the super-rich, of course:
https://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2018/07/30/
charles-koch-trump-tariffs-ridiculous-unfair-foreigners/

“Pro-mass immigration GOP mega-donor billionaire
Koch brothers are threatening to support Democrats
who push for open borders and multinational free trade
in the upcoming midterm elections.
During a conference with millionaire and billionaire

donors, officials with the Kochs’ network of
organizations said that they would gladly put funding
in the pockets of Democrats so long as they support
aspects of their agenda, which include promoting mass
immigration and job-killing free trade deals.
‘I know this is uncomfortable,’ Americans for
Prosperity CEO Emily Seidel told donors, according
to CNBC. ‘If you are a Democrat and stand up to
Elizabeth Warren to corral enough votes for financial
reform that breaks barriers for community banks and
families, you’re darn right we will work with you’.”
The magic of the election of Trump is that it has
brought it all out in the open for the final showdown,
Armageddon if you like, is rapidly approaching.
***

100 PERCENT CONCENTRATED EVIL By Chris Knight
Coming face to face with 100 percent evil is, to
say the least, a very disturbing experience. Typically,
people think about mass murderers who do grisly
things to individuals. But, the real people to be scared
about are the elites, who can bring down the curtain
of the civilised world. I do not exaggerate, and US
politics is exposing levels of rot and corruption that
have not been aired in public before:

their jobs and their positions. There is nothing that will
motivate people more than power forfeited, so people
like James Comey, Peter Strzok, Lisa Page, Andy
McCabe, people at the Department of Justice decided
that they were going to clear Hillary Clinton of the
many crimes she surely committed. To do that, they
had to twist the facts and contort the law.”

We have the incredible situation, where the evil
mainstream press has been pumping out the narrative
dershowitz-even-if-cohens-claims-are-true-its-not-a-crime-its-a-political-problem/
that the Russians hack the Democrat emails and damaged
“Fox News Channel legal analyst Gregg Jarrett,
their election prospects. Well, if they did, what was
author of The Russia Hoax: The Illicit Scheme to
exposed? How was damage done if these sods were
Clear Hillary Clinton and Frame Donald Trump,
doing nothing wrong? Of course, the emails exposed
described the “Trump-Russia collusion” as “an effort
wrong doing. Somehow, the contents of the emails just
to undo the election.” He offered his remarks during a
do not get discussed: presumably only exposing the
Wednesday interview on SiriusXM’s Breitbart News
evils doers and is a bigger evil than the initial evil. This
Tonight with Breitbart News Senior Editors-at-Large
is utterly crazy, indicating that the political system has
Rebecca Mansour and Joel Pollak. Jarrett said, “There moved to previously unheard levels of insanity. How then
was scheme to clear Hillary Clinton and frame Donald could there be any rational resolution of such issues?
Trump. Top officials at the FBI and the Department of Surely not, for reason seems to have died in this process,
Justice were threatened by Trump; this guy is going to much like the road kill we see when driving in the bush
come in there and drain the swamp, and that threatened of Oz.							***
https://www.breitbart.com/video/2018/07/27/

LET’S NOT FORGET SOCIALIST NEW ZEALAND. WHO? By James Reed
A big hello to all our friends in socialist New Zealand,
who face the same struggles which we do here, with
socialist absurdities such as this:
“New Zealand’s most violent and disturbed inmates
will soon be able to walk on real grass, take sun baths
and practise yoga in their cells as the country opens its
first “humane” prison for maximum-security offenders.
The NZ$300m prison has just been completed on the
outskirts of Auckland and, when it opens, will be the
only specialist facility for maximum- and high-security
male prisoners in the country. New Zealand has one of
the highest incarceration rates in the developed world,
with Māori people accounting for more than 50% of
all prisoners, despite representing only 15% of the
ON TARGET
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overall population. Some 90% of prisoners have a lifelong diagnosis of mental illness or addiction.
Auckland East is partially replacing the 50-year old
Paremoremo prison, which was modelled on US
“supermax” prisons such as Marion and Alcatraz.
“The old prison was built for staff to be kept away
from prisoners and prisoners away from staff ...
even though we are dealing with prisoners who
display very challenging behaviours, the facilities
do not necessarily need to be austere or oppressive,”
said Beales, who started his custodial career in
Strangeways prison just after the 1990 riot.”
How about a sober reflection on New Zealand’s crime
rates?						***
10th August 2018

(SMART) MICROWAVE RADIATION AND THE HEART By Mrs Vera West

The sudden irregularity, which he describes as a
‘massive’ change in the pattern, occurs at a time when
Woodward’s heart should be resting.
Over time, this type of reaction makes the heart work
too hard, causing fatigued cardiac function, Leon
says. And, the process is symptomless and “silent”
– especially in healthy people, who may not feel the
disruption. Describing the bombardment of microwave
frequencies as “an unnatural sequence of events that
we’re not programmed to respond to,” Leon confirms
that frequencies from smart meters have an effect on
myocardial function.”

Ok, we have all heard that microwave radiation is set
to turn us all into super-heroes (e.g. The Fantastic Four),
no, kill our brain cells, also the gut microbiota, but what
does it do to our hearts? I had not thought about that one
until now:
https://www.naturalhealth365.com/smart-meters-emf-2268.html

“The video (below) shows Warren Woodward, a
specialist in smart meter microwave transmission
power, connected to an EKG monitor while lying near
an Elster smart meter. The Elster is connected to a
high frequency analyzer, which measures microwave
frequencies. As the HFA alternates between readings
of 00.1 and 00.2, the EKG laptop monitor display –
which shows the electrical activity of Woodward’s
heart – indicates a regular, symmetrical pattern.
When the meter momentarily spikes to 139.3, there
is a corresponding – and drastic – alteration in
Woodward’s EKG pattern.
According to Dr. Gilberto Leon, a holistic medicine
doctor in Chandler, AZ, the symmetrical pattern
represents the characteristic waves of normal heart
rhythm.

Here is the video referred to above:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p-aNRQNRtaI

Could it be that our oh so comfortable technological
world will have the unexpected black swan effect of
giving us short term gains, but longer term pains, and
ultimately annihilate us, from the heart side out?
***

NATIONAL SEMINAR

TARGET FOR THE WEEK
Lauren Southern is an overseas speaker who has
advised Australian audiences to be careful of immigration
policies. She warns against generous policies which
enable big numbers of migrants with a wide cultural
diversity, into Australia. Apart from her providing
a constructive approach to maintaining our culture,
Lauren Southern experienced disruptive crowds near her
meetings. We should note that the meetings were orderly
whereas the demonstrators beyond were the source of
disturbance. Police were required to keep the situation
secure and as peaceful as possible. Organisers of the
meeting received a bill from the Victorian Government
Police Minister for $68 000 for the protection. One
would presume this to be completely without precedent!
When did anyone have to pay for the police to maintain
order? Surely that is their task.
This policy opens the proverbial ‘can of worms’
because either every event will be charged for protection
or ‘selected’ groups will have to pay when they stage a
function. In the case of the latter; who will determine
which groups must pay? Would it be applied to those
who wish to save whales or perhaps those opposing
compulsory vaccination?
Victorian readers should contact their MP’s and write
to papers demanding this $68 000 bill be extinguished.
We definitely do not wish to go down such a dangerous
road. Extinguish it before it becomes a precedent from
which to launch further bills. Readers in other States
need to draw this policy to the attention of their MP’s and
advise them never to contemplate such a policy.
***
ON TARGET

The ALOR annual National Seminar will again be
held in Adelaide the weekend 6th & 7th October.
Please mark the dates in your diary.
It is always a welcome pilgrimage to share the
weekend together, especially the Seminar and
New Times Dinner, with like minded people ND

THE LEAGUE'S WEBSITE: — alor.org
blog.alor.org

thecross-roads.org

Subscription to On Target $45.00 p.a.
NewTimes Survey $30.00 p.a.
and Donations can be performed by bank transfer:
A/c Title
Australian League of Rights (SA Branch)
BSB 		
105-044
A/c No.		
188-040-840
or by cheques directed to:
‘Australian League of Rights (SA Branch)’
or on the Veritasbooks.com.au website:
https://veritasbooks.com.au/cat/subscriptions
“On Target” is printed and authorised by K. W. Grundy.
13 Carsten Court, Happy Valley, SA.
Postal Address: PO Box 27, Happy Valley, SA 5159.
Telephone: 08 8387 6574 		
email: heritagebooks@alor.org
Head Office Hours - Mon., Tues., Wed. 09.00am - 3.00pm
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